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Two-thirds of 250 products bought from online marketplaces fail 

safety tests, consumer groups find 

 

Six consumer groups from the BEUC network tested 250 electrical goods, toys, cosmetics 

and other products bought from online marketplaces such as Amazon, AliExpress, eBay 

and Wish. They selected the products based on possible risks and found that 66% of 

them fail EU safety laws with possible consequences such as electric shock, fire or 

suffocation. 

The products failed safety tests because of a diverse range of issues. These include smoke and 

carbon monoxide alarms that do not detect smoke or carbon monoxide, toys that contain chemical 

levels 200 times over the limit and a power bank that melts during testing. In some scenarios this 

could put consumers in a life-or-death situation. 

Although online marketplaces often seem to take down products when informed, they too often 

reappear1. One of the major problems is that marketplaces do not consider themselves to be liable 

for the safety of products sold on their platforms and therefore do not seem to sufficiently control 

the trustworthiness of sellers upfront.  

Monique Goyens, Director General of The European Consumer Organisation (BEUC), said: 

“Consumer group tests show that shopping online isn’t as safe as in the offline world. The simple 

reason is that marketplaces fail to prevent dangerous products from appearing on their sites. If 

you take smoke detectors that can’t detect smoke as an example, it’s easy to see how this might 

have disastrous consequences.” 

“Consumer groups have repeatedly flagged unsafe products after which marketplaces have taken 

the listing down. But this can’t become a modus operandi to keep consumers safe, as similar or 

new dangerous products reappear.”  

“It’s time the EU makes online marketplaces liable for dangerous products sold on their sites, and 

that authorities place them under greater scrutiny. This should make marketplaces more cautious 

in the future and would prevent consumers from being exposed to unsafe products in the first 

place – the most effective way of protecting them.” 

Background 

The tests were conducted through the International Consumer Research and Testing (ICRT) 

network, on behalf of a consortium led by Test Achats/Test Aankoop (Belgium) and which includes 

Altroconsumo (Italy), Consumentenbond (Netherlands), Forbrugerrådet Tænk (Denmark), Stiftung 

Warentest (Germany) and Which? (United Kingdom). DECO (Portugal) and OCU (Spain) are also 

publishing the results.   

Products were first submitted to a visual inspection. For some this was enough to declare them 

unsafe. Take, for example, toys with loose components or hoodies for children with cords that are 
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too long. Most products, such as a plastic doll with a sharp scent, warranted more research. This 

led products as diverse as jewellery, smoke alarms and Christmas tree lights to be tested in a lab. 

More information on the products tested 

• USB chargers, travel adaptors and power banks that could overheat or give 

electrical shocks: In a test of 12 products in each category (36 in total), three out of four 

failed electrical safety tests. The products tested were often cheap and from unknown 

brands or unbranded.  

• Plastic toys for babies and children that breach legal chemical limits: 29 toys were 

tested for phthalates, chemicals used to make toys soft and supple. As some phthalates 

are suspected to disrupt hormones, they are not allowed to be present in toys for children 

under 3 years old and only to a certain limit for older children. 9 toys nevertheless breached 

these limits, with some even up to 200 times over the maximum allowed. 

• Children’s clothing with lengthy cords: 14 out of 16 clothing pieces – such as hoodies 

– fell short of EU safety prescriptions because their cords are too long or present in places 

where they are not allowed to be. This increases the risk of accidents such as suffocation. 

• Smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) alarms that don’t work: All of the 7 tested CO 

alarms didn’t detect deadly amounts of the gas. Four of them were also too quiet. All of 

the 4 tested smoke alarms didn’t detect smoke from burning wood, cotton or plastic.   

• Teeth whitening products that can be harmful: 7 out of 10 products contained too 

high levels of hydrogen peroxide for home use (>0,1%). These were 14 to 70 times above 

the legal limit, which would make two of them illegal to be sold to dentists (limit: 6%). Too 

high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide can cause gum irritation or tooth 

hypersensitivity. 

1 UK consumer group Which? has found unsafe car seats for children keep reappearing. Which? 

reported the seats in 2014, 2017 and 2019. Only this month, a BBC investigation found similar car 

seats being sold online again. Which? also approached marketplaces with a variety of products – 

including slime toys and a remote control car – that bore significant similarities to products 

registered as dangerous by the EU’s Safety Gate alert system. 
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https://www.which.co.uk/news/2019/02/why-are-ebay-and-amazon-still-selling-killer-car-seats/
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2020/02/dangerous-child-car-seats-sold-via-amazon-flagged-by-bbc-panorama/
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2020/02/dangerous-child-car-seats-sold-via-amazon-flagged-by-bbc-panorama/
https://press.which.co.uk/whichpressreleases/amazon-and-ebay-safety-issues-spark-which-call-for-stronger-regulation-of-marketplaces/

